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Executive Summary
NASA GATEWAY REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Scientific and
Technical Information (STI) Division in the Office of Management has recently
formulated its strategic vision. That vision emphasizes developing a program that
focuses on the customer, and it establishes the STI Program as an integral part of
NASA's R&D effort. To implement the vision, the ST1 Division must understand the
NASA R&D community's information requirements, review sources of the relevant
information, and examine ways of facilitating access to them.
NASA devotes approximately 40 percent of its budget to R&D. Twelve NASA
Research Centers and their contractors conduct this R&D, which ranges across many
disciplines and is fueled by information about previous endeavors. Such information
can be in the form of personal notes and communications, publications, and data that
are available from repositories in the field. Locating the right information is crucial.
While NASA researchers use peer contacts as their primary source of STI, on-line
bibliographic data bases- both Government-owned and commercial- are also
frequently consulted. Once identified, the STI must be delivered in a usable format.
We found that NASA researchers need more comprehensive STI coverage of
disciplines not now represented in NASA's Remote Console (RECON) bibliographic
data base- disciplines such as engineering, physics, geology, mathematics,
electronics and control systems, materials, patents, and life sciences. This
augmented subject coverage should preferably be provided by both domestic and
foreign STI sources. We also found that NASA researchers frequently request rapid
delivery of STI, in its original format. Finally, we found that they need a better
system for alerting them to recent developments in their areas of interest.
A gateway that augments RECON subject coverage and affords access to full-
text data sources can solve several shortcomings in the present STI delivery system.
NASA should further test the practicality o£ a gateway as a first-choice mechanism
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for improved STI access. Specifically, we recommend that NASA take the following
steps:
Select a limited set of STI sources that represent the variety of available STI
and have high relevancy to the NASA R&D user community
• Allow users to evaluate the utility of access to those STI sources by making
available a prototype intelligent gateway for users to test for 6 months
• Provide the most frequently requested applications in the prototype gateway
• Install the prototype in Research Center libraries and selected end-user
offices and use a tested telecommunications link to the selected STI sources.
At the conclusion of this test, NASA's STI Division can better judge how to
continue- with optimum use of gateway technologies and features- expanding
access to STI across more disciplines and sources to a wider user community.
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND
The Scientific and Technical Information (STI) Division in the Office of
Management of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is
revamping its services, products, and systems to look beyond the year 2000. The
strategic vision document recently prepared by the division states that the "focus of
our effort will be the development of a global program to encourage the creation and
exchange of STI and facilitate its use..." Two of the nine strategic goals developed to
achieve the mission seek to
• Enhance the quality of STI products and services through a focus on the
customer
• Establish the STI Program as an integral part of the NASA R&D effort.
To implement its strategic vision, the STI Division must understand the
linkage between the R&D programs and the supporting STI services and products.
NASA devotes approximately 40 percent of its budget to R&D. Twelve NASA
Research Centers and their contractors conduct that R&D, which ranges across many
disciplines. In addition, NASA has entered into cooperative projects with other U.S.
Government agencies and with other nations. This R&D environment is extremely
complex and interdisciplinary in nature. What is critical to remember for
implementing the division's strategic vision is that R&D is fueled by information
about previous endeavors. Locating and delivering the right information to the R&D
community is a large part of the STI Division's mission.
To link R&D programs to the STI Program, the STI Division needs to have
knowledge of
• The information requirements of the R&D community
• The relevant information sources to meet those requirements
• Ways of facilitating access to those information sources.
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To achieve complete understanding of these areas would require a comprehensive
review of the STI Program. The study we performed supports one objectivein the ST[
Division strategicplan - the provision of new toolsfor STI utilizationby their user
community. One such toolisan intelligentgateway, a system that assistsusers in
locating and retrieving information from ST[ sources. This report assesses the
appropriateness of developing an intelligent gateway interface for the R&D
community as a means ofobtaining improved accesstorelevantST[ resources outside
of NASA's Remote Console (RECON) on-line bibliographicdata base. The assess-
ment addresses the three areas listedpreviously and maintains a focus on the user;
the recommendations in the report should complement future customer-focused
effortsof the ST[ Division. The discussion of findings in Chapter 5 provides the
context fora betterunderstanding ofthe STI user environment.
USERS OF NASA STI
The STI Division needs to understand the composition of the market for its
products and services. Since NASA's charter includes the dissemination of
information to other government agencies and to the commercial sector, this market
is large and diverse. Some users retrieve ST[ to support NASA research. They
include NASA employees and support service contractors (primarily scientists and
engineers) and also NASA information brokers (such as librarians, Industrial
Applications Centers, and Technology Utilization Offices). Other users are universi-
ties, commercial aerospace R&D organizations, and worldwide peers in aerospace
research.
User interviews at three NASA Research Centers - Ames, Langley, and
Lewis - were coordinated through the Centers' STI managers and typically included
the Center's library staff, STI production staff, and end users selected by the ST[
manager. Further details on the scope and methodology of selecting and inter-
viewing users for this report can be found in the Appendix.
STI TYPES AND RESOURCES
R&D activitiesmay require STI that is not in text or bibliographic form (for
example, specifications,drawings, numerical data, photographs, video images,
tables,and formulae). We discussed and identifiedthe composition of STI needed by
NASA R&D users so that the ST[ Division can provide an optimum mix to its
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customer, or user, base. This analysis provides needed direction in selecting the most
relevant STI for the gateway prototype.
KECON provides bibliographic citations to nearly all NASA-sponsored research
reports, to selected reports from other research institutions, and to selected journals
in the aerospace field. However, NASA's R&D program covers subjects in addition to
aerospace. STI is generated and stored in many places and is distributed by diverse
mechanisms (for example, peer contact, professional society symposia, papers and
journals, and on-line data bases). Therefore, a broader range of coverage in
additional disciplines and from more STI resources may be needed if NASA STI
requirements are to be met fully. Details of the results of our analysis can be found in
Chapter 4.
STI DELIVERY SYSTEMS
Currently, most of the information products and services provided by the STI
Division are derived from RECON. Users can request (or directly conduct) queries of
RECON. Requested queries are usually performed by a Center's library staff. The
result is a printout of citations to documents whose full text may be in the Center's
library or on microfiche kept at the NASA STI Facility (STIF).
Much of the STI distributed by other mechanisms outside of NASA may be
available in more useful formats with faster delivery. The STI Division must
determine the advantage to the users of providing STI through alternative delivery
mechanisms that may be more useful and handle more diverse STI formats.
ASSUMPTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS
The following assumptions and constraints affected this feasibilitystudy for a
NASA gateway:
• While RECON is treated as any other STI resource, it is uncertain whether
RECON or RECON IIwill be available for access via the gateway.
This report reflects the input of only a sample of the NASA R&D community.
While this sample included three Research Centers, it did not involve any of
the Space Flight Centers.
Many networks and hardware platforms are used in the NASA R&D
environment. The STI Division cannot control or change them but must
work within those architectures.
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• The gateway must be developed in concert with electronic mail and
networking initiatives under way in the STI Division.
• The domain of" STI resources outside of NASA will change. Again, NASA
must work with these changes and keep the gateway flexible.
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CHAPTER 2
SUMMARY OF USER REQUIREMENTS
Although potential STI end users interviewed represented many disciplines and
research perspectives, there was a high degree of consistency in their responses
regarding the functional requirements of an improved STI delivery system. The
requirements common to the majority of interviewees can be grouped in three areas:
• Broader and deeper coverage of relevant disciplines
Comprehensive coverage of the disciplines in
basic and applied research
At a minimum, improved subject
geology, mathematics, electronics
patents worldwide, and life sciences
which NASA performs
coverage of engineering, physics,
and control systems, materials,
• Improved identification of information sources
Access to numerical data sets resulting from previous observation-based
research
Location and retrievalofpertinentSTI from allmajor foreign sources
Where fullgateway access to a source isnot feasible,better locationof
sources of STI within NASA, within the United States and
internationally
• Improved accessto information sources
Improvement in telecommunications external to the NASA Center (for
example, simplified mail across mail systems and networks)
Rapid retrieval of full text of STI, with graphics intact, through the STI
delivery system
Access to STI via a query structure that is not text oriented (for example,
by performance parameters or chemical structure)
Increased information on and access to Internet resources
Capability to execute simple STI data base queries from the researcher's
desktop system
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Access to some Center library services without leaving one's building
A current awareness system (alerting the user to recently available STI
matching the user's interest profile) that an end user can easily modify
and execute
Electronic browsing of STI sources and query results
Simplified access to text translation services (allowing a citation to a
published item retrieved through the STI delivery system to be sent to a
translation service via the same system).
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CHAPTER 3
ALTERNATIVES AND RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
There are several alternatives for providing the ability to locate the right
information and deliver it to STI users. One alternative is to provide a gateway
system to the NASA STI user community, similar to the Defense Gateway
Information System provided to the DoD user community. This alternative has the
advantage of being a proven commodity, but it has several disadvantages: it is high
risk (because the user environments differ in many respects), is expensive to deploy,
and will be subject to the delay inherent in large-system development. A second
alternative is to test a smaller gateway with a sample of the STI user community.
This alternative, which we recommend, is explored in more detail below. A third
alternative, of course, is to continue with the status quo; however, our assessment is
that the current delivery system is failing to meet the R&D community's needs.
The following recommended actions should benefit several areas affecting the
delivery of NASA STI. They are intended to assist the evaluation of the utility of
using gateway technology as part of the larger STI delivery system, improve STI
support to researchers in the near term, and advance the implementation of the STI
Division's strategic vision.
Action Item 1: Provide a prototype intelligent gateway for user testing for a
minimum of 6 months to allow users to evaluate the utility of access to new STI
so u rces.
• Users need quicker and easier access to more diverse sources of STI. For
example, users need to query sources that accept a chemical structure
diagram as input.
• Only users (both end users and librarians) can evaluate the quality and
usefulness of STI available from those sources.
• Only users (both end users and librarians) can judge a user interface as to its
ease of use and the adequacy of search capability it provides.
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The frequency of users accessing STI now ranges from once every 2 weeks to
once every 3 to 6 months. This frequency isrelated to the cycle of research
initiationand reportwriting. A minimum ofa 6-month testperiod isneeded
to allow very infrequent users to test the system under real-world
conditions.
The prototype will provide a mechanism for end users and library staffto
evaluate STI sources and communicate their evaluation to NASA
Headquarters. Since the number of sources is growing rapidly,NASA may
wish to use thismechanism forsource evaluation on a continuing basis.
Action Item 2: Select a limited set of STI sources representing the variety of avail-
able on-line STI and having the highest relevancy to the prototype user community.
These should include a source of information on research performed outside the
United States; RECON; a source of chemistry, materials, physics, engineering, and
patent information; Intemet resources; and access to human resources, such as the
larger Internet research community and the STI Division staff.
By careful selection of sources, NASA can - with only a limited investment
in interface development - provide coverage of many of the subject areas of
interest to the user community. This will allow users to evaluate the concept
of on-line access for some subject areas and to extend that concept to other
subject areas.
User awareness of foreign sources of on-line STI is low. The utilityof
increased availability of foreign STI should be evaluated by NASA
researchers.
RECON should be the best source for internally produced STI. For a
comprehensive evaluation ofon-lineSTI, RECON should be evaluated under
the same conditionsas the other sources.
Users routinely need access to commercial data bases for chemistry,
materials, physics,engineering, and patent information. This requirement
should be addressed by the prototype.
Peers were consistentlycited as criticalresources in the locationand use of
STI. Internet provides access to a larger research community and utilities
required in NASA research.
• The STI Division should participate in the gateway evaluation and is needed
as a resource for the Center librarians.
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@ Some on-line sources require a subscription and fees for their use. The
prototype should be as low cost as possible while still providing a
comprehensive evaluation ofuser accesstoon-lineSTI.
Limiting the setof prototypesources allows users to focus on evaluating the
concept ofdirectaccess to on-line STI; including too many sources will add
toomany variablestobe evaluated.
Action Item 3: Include in the gateway prototype the applications most frequently
requested by users. There should be a two-level user interface: one level for end
users and one for NASA library staff.
End users consistentlyrequested improved access to journals, simplified
current awareness queries,betteraccessto theirpeers,and simplifiedaccess
toInternetutilities.
Librarians frequently requested more consistent access to on-line sources
and access to a wider variety of sources,with simple, robust telecommuni-
cations.
• Librarians also requested simplified communications with the officethat
representstheirinterestsat the Headquarters level.
Action Item 4: Base the prototype in Center libraries and selected end-user offices.
Existing patterns of STI search behavior include the librariesmost of the
time. End users recognize the libraries as the place to go for new
information on STI availableon line.
Having an end-user workstation in the Center libraryallows the prototype
to reach more end users at a lower cost than would supporting many
installationsin end-user offices.
The librarians will require an interface different from that provided to the
end users; the Center library will be the location where both interfaces can
be presented to provide a full understanding of the range of gateway
functionality.
Using the Center libraries in prototype testing builds on one of the strengths
of the existing delivery system, the library staffs. The staff" will be able to
evaluate the librarian's interface and also offer suggestions for improving
the end user's interface.
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Action Item 5: Using existing networks, provide simplified, reliable telecommunica-
tions paths connecting user workstations, the gateway host, and remote sources.
• The various workstations in user locations can be used in gateway access to
STI.
• Navigating multiple networks between the user and the desired STI source
discourages STI use at both the information-broker and end-user levels.
Existing NASA networks, both local area networks (LANs) and wide area
networks, offer capacity for gateway communications but vary in reliability
and accessibility. Those networks could be supplemented by a single
commercial system leased for the duration of the prototype test.
Action Item 6: Include all organizations that participate in STI delivery and use in
gateway development.
Researchers have valid ideas regarding the design of the user interface; this
group is collectively one of the "owners" of the system and should actively
participate in design activities.
Development of a gateway prototype is a valid R&D function. As such, it
would benefitfrom enhanced communication among the STI Division,the
Center libraries,and the R&D community.
As an R&D project in information retrieval,the gateway supports the
achievement of one of the STI Division'sstrategicgoals. A portion of the
support forthisactivitymight properly come from R&D areas.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS AND SUPPORTING FINDINGS
In this chapter, we list the detailed findings leading our analysis to each
conclusion; the findings are grouped under the conclusions to which they relate.
These conclusions further lead to the study's recommended actions, which can be
reviewed in Chapter 3 and are restated below.
Action Item 1' Provide a prototype intelligent gateway for user testing for a
minimum of 6 months to allow users to evaluate the utility of access to new STI
sources.
Conclusions: The primary users of STI are NASA researchers and librarians;
they are the most qualified evaluators of STI and its utility.We conclude that NASA
end users and librarians are accordingly the most logical evaluators of an intelligent
gateway as part of the ST]: delivery system. Also, NASA researchers should
participate in design of the STI delivery system and should have a continuing role in
quality control of STI provided by the delivery system. A number of findings support
these conclusions:
STI directly supports the research function.
Researchers are the best judges of data quality and validity and of source
credibility.
Researchers must see the sources and the data they provide to evaluate the
utilityof those sources and the STI provided.
Non-NASA end users and information brokers will be satisfied with source
data quality if NASA researchers are.
Non-NASA end users will be satisfied with the gateway user interface if
researchers are.
Librarians also need access to a broader range of bibliographic sources.
Librarians are well versed in ST]: required by research communities at their
Centers. They could perform preliminary evaluation of sources and data
proposed for their users.
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• Users should play a continuing role in evaluating new sources for gateway
access.
• NASA end users would likemore convenient accessto libraryservices.With
a common system, users can more easilycommunicate with the librarystaff.
• Librarians are professionalevaluators ofinformation.
It is impossible to project benefits and costs for the STI delivery system for
the long term until users can judge the quality of the information to be
delivered, its availability and ease of use, and the effectiveness of the
delivery system overall. The degree to which the system meets the
requirements will influence the level of use.
• End users have reported no exposure tothe intelligentgateway concept.
• A prototype willallow users toevaluate sources,data,and accessunder real-
world conditions.
Action Item 2: Select a limited set of STI resources representing the variety of
available on-line STI and having the highest relevancy to the prototype user
community.
Conclusion: NASA researchers need accessto more diverse sources of STI and
need flexibilitytoadd new sources when needed.
• The data in NASA's RECON system are limited as to the scope of subject
areas covered,by the query interface,and in the STI delivered.
• Researchers find the STI available from diverse on-line sources useful and
timely but,in general,are unaware ofthe variety ofSTl availableon line.
Researchers want accessto theirpeers in the research community. Internet
isa valuable conduit forpeer contact,but users need assistancein using its
resources.
Researchers have identifieda trend toward more project-drivenresearch (as
opposed to basic research). This research is intrinsicallymore technology-
dependent. New sources of STI on new technologieswillappear frequently,
and researchersmust have the toolstoexploitthem.
As research projectsgrow larger and more expensive, more research willbe
collaborative. For example, the National Aerospace Plane (NASP) is a
collaborationinvolving NASA, DoD, and commercial aerospace companies,
and Earth Observing System (EOS) isan internationalcollaborativeeffort.
Collaborative research requires access to sources located in a variety of
organizations and locations.
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Conclusion: The STI delivery system must provide access to STI that provides
good coverage of relevant research produced outside the United States; RECON;
better coverage of chemistry, engineering, materials science, physics, and patent
information; STI that isnot textual in format and covers a relevant research subject;
and Internet resources.
• Because much research worthy of notice is performed beyond the U.S.
borders, much relevant STI is generated and stored overseas.
Electronic STI that is nonbibliographic (this STI is more "reusable" than
text is) is increasing as more powerful workstations enable researchers to
create data bases, animation, and graphics.
Organizationally independent research communities currently share data,
located through peer contact, across the Internet. While peers provide data
to those in their research community fairly freely, it is difficult to locate
these peer sources when they are outside one's own research community.
Commercial data base vendors respond quickly to market demands,
providing on-line versions of professional journals and standards when their
level of use makes it profitable. Commercial data bases now provide
chemistry, engineering, materials science, physics, and worldwide patent
information; information on new technologies; and foreign research results.
The interdisciplinary nature of research is growing, making STI from
outside one's own research community more critical.
Although RECON should contain citations to NASA-sponsored research
reports, these reports sometimes miss the RECON input stream. The
greater credibility of research efforts published in peer-reviewed journals,
and the speed with which journals go to press (enabling the researcher to
establish priority of discovery), encourage publication outside the NASA STI
publication system. This trend will continue.
The United States was the leader in development ofon-line data sources and
in utilization of commercial data bases. In recent years, several inter-
national initiativeshave created a demand, and sources to fillit,for on-line
data sources outside the United States. More - and more valuable - data
sources will emerge overseas. Researchers are aware of probable data
sources but do not yet have the contacts to exchange data with foreign peers
on a scale similar to that of peer exchange within the United States.
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Conclusion: There are sources with the potential to satisfy users' STI needs in
the near term, but effectiveuse of those sources is hindered by diverse factors. These
factors are discussed below:
• Internal Sources
RECON will continue to lose credibilityas a comprehensive source of STI
for NASA users. Users' perceptions of gaps in RECON coverage result
from a lack of clear policy regarding acquisition and coverage of subject
areas.
Internal nonbibliographic information sources will proliferate but will
not be centrally administered, making itdifficultto locate the best source
for a particular researcher.
Some internal sources can be located and classified by research
community (for example, PLDS, NODS, PDS, ADS, and EOSDIS), but
many researchers are currently unaware of these systems, even when the
systems are within their research community, and many systems will
remain below the level of public awareness.
• External Sources
More sources that are superior to an internal NASA bibliographic data
base will become available. More sources of nontextual information,
such as standards and specifications, will be available.
More full-text sources of journal literature will become available.
Currently, STN provides full-text files of 31journals and periodicals
covering chemistry.
With proliferation of sources, the problem becomes one of assembling the
best set of sources to meet diverse research needs.
NASA must provide a mechanism to maintain the best combination of
sources for the users' requirements. Post-processing of query results (for
example, elimination of duplicated citations) must be provided, along
with relevancy ranking. Because of the increased use of _buzzwords" in
reports of low information value, relevancy ranking should be based on
sponsor and author as well as term frequency.
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Action Items 3 and 4: Include in the gateway prototype the applications most
frequently requested by users. There should be a two-level user interface: one
level for end users and one for NASA library staff. Base the prototype in Center
libraries and selected end-user offices.
Conclusion: A gateway implemented in the near future can assist in program
planning for STI.
The RECON system has not provided statistics identifying the query traffic
against a certain subject area or discipline by user or research community.
A gateway system can capture, by user, the queries of sources related to a
specific discipline or subject area. Use for a 6-month period could identify
those subject areas in need of augmentation. Potential responses to those
identified weak areas include changes in RECON acquisition policy or a
decision to use outside sources to supplement RECON coverage in an area.
A gateway will allow STI users to evaluate STI sources. Users can
communicate via electronic mail to the STI Division their judgments of the
validity and utilityof the STI available from each source. This evaluation
can be continued beyond the prototype test period to provide a mechanism
for continuing involvement of users in the STI acquisition and quality
control process at NASA.
Conclusions: Patterns of STI search behavior will change over the next 5 years.
End users will make a gradual transition to becoming more active direct searchers of
on-line STI.
• For the near term, NASA researchers will continue to use library staff for
on-line queries that are iterat/ve.
Internet use will increase; end users will locate peers with similar research
interests, communicate electronically with those peers, and exchange STI
with them.
Reference librarians, as trained search intermediaries, are already
comfortable with multiple STI sources. They would retrieve a greater
variety of STI if availability of new sources were stable and connection to
them were made simpler.
• Researchers have a wide range of skillswith automated systems.
• Researchers are ready to use specific applications for direct access.
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Researchers do not want to become expert searchers on a variety of
systems/sources. Most will continue to use intermediaries for complex
searches for the near future, with a gradual increase in direct use, although
a few STI users are ready to use a sophisticated gateway now.
NASA isbecoming a younger agency; over the next 5 years, the STI Division
must provide more capabilityto locate,access,and retrieveSTI directlyfor
these users.
@
Experience would improve end users' ability to articulate long-term
requirements for the STI delivery system.
Librarians are professionalusers of on-lineinformation and, as professional
search intermediaries,can best evaluate the functions of the gateway that
assistusers in formulation ofeffectivequeries.
NASA researchersare comfortable with computer tools;the limitson direct
use of STI are (1)knowledge of sources and theirrelativeutilityand (2)the
time required tobecome an effectiveuser ofdiverseon-lineSTI systems.
Action Item 5: Using existing networks, provide simplified, reliable telecommunica-
tions paths connecting user workstations, the gateway host, and remote sources.
Conclusion: The various workstations in user locationscan be used in gateway
accesstoSTI.
Users have a variety of personal computing environments available to them.
Researchers have UNIX-based workstations, Macintosh workstations, and
MicroSoft-Disk Operating System (MS-DOS)-based personal computers,
while library personnel have MS-DOS-based personal computers.
A prototype gateway developed under UNIX would support these diverse
personal computing environments. Users who have MS-DOS computing
environments can use a terminal emulation to access the gateway host.
Those with compatible UNIX-based workstations may have some of the
gateway functions installedon their workstations, and other functions on
the gateway host.
Conclusion: Navigating the multiple networks between the user and the
desired STI source discourages users at both the end-user and information-broker
levels.
Telecommunication is frequently a major barrier to sharing of STI
maintained by one's peers. Sources can sometimes be found through
telephone contactwith the research or librarycommunity. Once a source is
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located, there are frequent problems with making the connection and
transferringSTI.
Multiple networks in the path from user to source multiply the points at
which the connection or data transfer can fail, often because of incompati-
bility in applications or communications software.
The gateway provides telecommunications connections that are invisibleto
the user;iflinksin thisconnection are unreliable,the gateway isunreliable.
Conclusion: Existing NASA networks, both LANs and wide area networks,
offercapacity for gateway communications but vary in reliabilityand accessibility.
These networks could be supplemented by a single commercial system leased forthe
duration ofthe prototypetest.
At most of the NASA Centers visited, facility-wide networking is starting to
mature. Many users interviewed are becoming connected to these LANs and
familiar with their operation.
Center LANs, as providers of a common interface and existing distribution
network, would be the ideal means by which a mature gateway could be
made available to the most users and could develop a facility-wide impact.
The suitabilityof a LAN connection for prototype users must be evaluated
on a LAN-by-LAN basis. Some users are connected to suitableLANs, while
others are not;where a LAN connection isfeasible,itispreferable,because
the user willbe able touse a familiaraccesspath.
One candidate forthe wide area network connection to the gateway host is
Program Support Communications Network (PSCN), because of its
connectivity.However, PSCN has been unreliablein the past.
Enhanced capabilitiesprovided through gateway featureswill increase the
demand on linesto data sources;in some cases,itwould be best to have a
dedicated linefrom the gateway host toa data source.
An optimal communication configuration would allow predefined paths to
each STI source, to be set up with selection based on factors such as cost,
transfer speed, and availability. In the event of failure of a single path, an
alternative means could automatically be selected.
Close coupling of the gateway with the library would allow the largest
initiatorof searches to have the readiest access to the sources without
imposing additionalcommunications overhead.
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Conclusion: Gateway connection to Internet resources is a user requirement;
providing Internetconnection togateway resourcesmay alsobe useful.
• NASA researchers utilizemultiple networks in their research efforts;a
significantnumber of researchers are frequent and sophisticatedusers of
Internet. Through this network, itwould be possibleto reach a number of
users who might otherwise be bypassed if connectivity is based on the
Center'smain LAN.
• Internetwould alsoprovide a standardized interfacethat isfamiliartousers
and readilybuiltinto the gateway. Itwould alsoallow gateway accesstothe
largerresearch world, forpotentialinformation exchange.
• A simple Internet interfacecould be the standard electronicmail format;
queries and resultscould be packaged to operate in thisenvironment.
In summary, the NASA environment presents a complex array ofnetworks and
equipment. Rather than be seen as an obstacleforthe gateway, thisdiversityshould
be viewed as an opportunity to provide (1)increased capabilityto the NASA com-
munity and (2)more directpaths and procedures toaccessthat capability.
Action Item 6: Include all organizations that participate in STI delivery and use in
gateway development.
Conclusion: Since the STI delivery function has not been comprehensively
evaluated in 20 years, the ST[ Division is out of touch with the STI user community.
• No functioning mechanism existsfor STI users to communicate needs or
prioritiesregarding the STI deliverysystem or to get problems resolved.
The Center librariesare good liaisonpoints for the STI user community.
The librarystaffunderstands the end users'environment and can assistin
evaluating STI requirements.
There should be regular coordination between the STI Program and the
library staffsregarding the STI sources available and the STI delivery
system. The library staffsshould be viewed as partners in the delivery of
STI, and theirrecommendations should be responded to.
• There islittleawareness in the STI user community of the authoritiesand
responsibilitiesofthe STI Division.
The portionsofthe STI Division'sstrategicplan that talk to a customer focus
are criticallyimportant. The channel for this customer dialogue should be
establishedand should be maintained indefinitely.
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Library staffs maintain a high level of professional service as a result of
lateral communication but need access to Headquarters for policy guidance
and advocacy.
Center libraries need recognition by NASA budget authorities that they
provide critical support to the research process; research organizations
should be able to fund access to commercial data bases when they have a
special requirement.
Library staff are perceived by the research communities as the focal point for
STI at the Centers; they will continue in this role for the foreseeable future.
The Center libraries need more control of the resources they use to deliver
STI. There have been mid-year stoppages of both on-line commercial STI
source access and the Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports, with no
notice to the libraries.
A major limitation on use of commercial sources is the library budget for
access to commercial data bases. These are proven sources of STI that
support research effectively; yet the funding for access to them comes from
an administrative funding category, is not controlled by the users of the
sources, and may be cut offmid-year without prior notice. Researchers have
tried to fund additional access through the library but cannot transfer their
funds to an administrative funding category.
Research organizations sometimes have contractors perform literature
searches because they cannot access the needed source through the library.
In these cases, the knowledge gained is not made available to the larger
Center community.
Center library staff would access on-line STI sources more frequently if they
had stable access to more sources and if there were more flexibility in the
budgeting for on-line access.
End users will continue to prefer intermediaries for all but fairly simple
searches.
As NASA grows _younger" in the next 5 to I0 years, end users will increase
direct use of on-line sources of STI.
4.9

CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
The specific objective of the study described in this report (see Chapter 1) was to
assess the potential for an intelligent gateway to meet NASA users' requirements for
on-line STI outside of the RECON system. A broader objective was to support the
NASA STI Division in its endeavor to improve the STI Program through a focus on
the customer. An understanding of the customer's environment requires a more
general discussion of the factors that shape that environment, a discussion not
limited to those factors directly affecting the delivery of on-line STI outside of
RECON. This chapter provides that discussion.
IDENTIFICATION OF THE USERS OF NASA STI
The Function Directly Supported by STi is Research; the User Community is
NASA-Sponsored Researchers.
Functions supported by STI are the conduct of general research; the
intermediate, iterativeresearch conducted in the context of development (including
testand evaluation);and the management ofresearch.
These research functions are performed by NASA scientists,engineers, support
service contractors, and principal investigators. They are also performed by
universityresearchers,commercial aerospace R&D centers,and researchers in other
federallysponsored research centers. However, the researchers performing NASA-
sponsored research are most dependent on NASA's STI delivery system; other
researchers typically get their primary support from another system. Since those
performing NASA-sponsored research are the users most directly affected by changes
in NASA's STI delivery system, we will focus on this group as the primary market for
NASA STI. Researchers not sponsored by NASA will have similar functional
requirements for access to NASA STI and should therefore be well supported by any
system that meets the NASA researchers' requirements.
NASA researchers may search for STI directlyor may ask for search support
from NASA librarians.The most common scenario is a combination of the two: the
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researchers frequently use peer contacts to locateSTI, while the librarian searches
other sources.
Research functions are the most dependent on STI for their success. ST[
supports basic research, specific research at proposal initiation, specific research
when unexpected intermediate results are encountered, writing the report of the
research project, and development of prototypes or experimental models. Support to
basic research includes identifying and locating the critical references in one's field,
building one's personal library, and maintaining a level of expertise and awareness
in related subjects. In proposal initiation, the researcher uses STI to ascertain that
the research is original, to determine what related research has been done or is being
done by others, and to decide whether their research obviates the need for his planned
project. A search of relevant ST[ at this stage can help with hypothesis generation
and the location of supporting evidence and provide names of peers useful as contacts.
When unforeseen results are encountered during research, information retrieved
from STI sources may help the researcher modify hypotheses or otherwise fit the new
information into the project context. When the researcher is ready to write the report
of the research project, ST[ is needed to provide references and a model of how similar
reports are structured. During prototype development, ST[ is needed to find sources
of needed components, to research patent information, and to generate new design
concepts.
The management of research requires both STI and administrative
information. This function is performed by technical project managers (TPMs) who
usually come from the ranks of senior researchers and those higher in the Center's
research management structure. These managers need STI that qualitatively
describes research, and in that requirement they are similar to the NASA researcher
population. They also need to link retrieved STI to information that quantitatively
describes the research program - typically budget information at the Center and
agency level. Managers may also wish to track legislative action. Some NASA
research managers request this type of information through the Center library; most
use other sources. This function is less dependent on STI for its successful execution.
The Composition of the NASA Researcher Population is Changing.
An additional aspect of the NASA research community that must be considered
is the distribution of employee age and years of experience. The current profile of
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NASA scientist and engineer employees is bimodally distributed by age, with more
than a third less than 35 years old. Projections by the NASA Office of Personnel
Management show the NASA scientist and engineer corps composed mostly of
employees less than 45 years old in the next 5 to 10 years. The fact that NASA is
becoming a younger agency has implications for the NASA STI delivery system
regarding the way STI is provided now, in the next 5 years, and in 5 to 10 years.
One implication is that much of the corporate memory in NASA will retire over
the next 10years. We have been told by NASA STI users that peer contact is
critically important in locating the right scientific and technical information with the
current delivery system. When many of those peers retire, the remaining researchers
will be handicapped in locating STI, and utilization of previous research will become
more difficult.
A second implication is that the user population in 5 to 10 years will have much
higher expectations of the STI delivery system. Many of the long-term users of the
current STI delivery system have developed auxiliary methods of locating STI and
incorporated them into their research strategy. These coping mechanisms are such a
part of their work habits that the limitations of the delivery system are no longer
obvious to these users. Newer researchers will not have well-developed auxiliary
sources of STI and will have to rely on the delivery system. Also, these users will be
very computer-literate and will have recently performed research with the aid of
their uni_versity library systems.
The User Community for STI is the Research Community and the
Information Brokers Who Support the Researchers.
Two analyses of the user community are needed: one that defines the level of
assistance a group of users will require to access, retrieve, and use the STI and one
that defines the type (or subject matter) focus of the STI needed in common by a user
group.
The first analysis will allow us to determine the number of user interfaces
needed and the types and levels of assistance each interface must provide.
The second analysis will allow us to group users according to a common need for
access to a given source of STI; in turn, this will allow us to define the communication
paths needed between users and STI sources.
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When an analysisisperformed of the levelsofassistanceneeded, users fallinto
two categories:those who have littlexperience searching on-linedata sources and
those who are experienced on-line searchers. For the most part, people who are
performing the research directlyare in the firstcategory; their time is devoted to
maintaining a levelofexpertisein theirresearch subjectarea,not a levelofexpertise
in on-linesearching. We referto these STI users as "end users,"sincethey frequently
use an information broker toobtain the needed STI, and at the end ofthe search and
retrievalprocess,they apply the STI totheirresearch. End users are
• NASA eng/neers/scientists
• TPMs
• Contract researchers
• University researchers
• Industry R&D community.
Those who are experienced on-line searchers are those who frequently access
and use on-line sources of STI; most often, they are professional intermediaries
between end users and STI sources.
Information brokers are
They are referred to as information brokers.
Center librarians
The STIF under NASA Headquarters
IndustrialApplications Centers
Technology UtilizationOffices
Centers forthe Commercialization ofSpace.
The interfacerequired by each category ofSTI user isdistinct.The end user typically
wants some common searches that can be performed with a few keystrokes. Also, end
users state that serendipity is a factor in research; they wish to browse on-line
information in much the way they would peruse titlesin the librarystacks.
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IDENTIFICATION OF NEEDED STI TYPES AND RESOURCES
There are Distinct STI Sources and Patterns of Use for Each Category
of User.
The following describes, for a user in each category, the sources of STI (in the
order of their use) and the typical search activities (presented as steps in
chronological order).
End-User Sources in Sequence of Utilization
• First, ask one's peers for good references.
accessed by telephone or electronic mail.
• Use personal, peers',or branch libraries.
• Use Center library resources, including
searches.
This includes remote peers
librarian-performed on-line
End- User Search Activities in Order of Execution
Browse. With peer sources, browsing is sometimes accomplished by putting
a message saying: "Can anyone help me locate information on the following
subject?" on an electronic bulletin board used by the relevant research
community.
Scan the tables of contents of the set of journals relevant to the research
question.
When a partial citation to a reference is known (author, title,journal, or
date, or any combination), find full citation information. Retrieve the
reference ifpossible.
Find a reference and then find all reference material cited in its
bibliography. This action may be applied iteratively to the references
retrieved or "backward chaining" through the references.
End. User Search Frequency
Users search, on the average, once per quarter to once every 6 months. The
frequency may be affected by the speed with which STI is located and retrieved (some
users state that they cannot complete the search and retrieval cycle using current
facilitiesin less than 3 months). It is also affected by the number of projects a
researcher can work on concurrently (the average is two or three), the cycle of
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searching at project initiationand report drafting stages, and the timing of
professionalmeetings atwhich researcherswish topresent papers.
End-User Retrieval Volume
A useful volume of citationsis 20 or less,ifthe precisionof retrievalis high.
However, researchers can receive a hundred citations, especially when the
information broker has searched the RECON system, or when the search is in an
unfamiliar subjectarea. The researcher then manually identifiesthe citationsto STI
that should be retrieved in fulltext or modifies the search and startsthe search
processagain.
One of the values added by information brokers is their knowledge of the
relative utility of a source for a given subject area. Most Center librarians search
RECON first; it is the least expensive source, and its Thesaurus and Frequency
functions are very useful in helping the librarian find terms to formulate a more
precise and complete search. The librarians will search other sources if the RECON
result is not satisfactory to the end user, but budgets for subscription data bases are
very limited.
Librarian Source Use and Search Activities in Sequence of Execution
• Search RECON, using the Frequency function to determine the best search
terms, unless the subjectarea isone not covered in RECON.
• Search low-cost auxiliary sources (locallyinstalled CD-ROM data bases,
ARIN, DTIC/DROLS, RLIN, and other librarysystems), refining the query
as more islearned about the subject.
• Search higher costsubscriptiondata bases (DIALOG, STN).
Librarian Search Frequency
Using statisticsmaintained by the main librariesofthe three Research Centers
visited (two maintained on a fiscalyear basis, one on a calendar year basis),we
calculatedthe following averages:
• The main librariesof the three Research Centers performed an average of
503 DIALOG searches each during a 1-year period.
• The same three librariesperformed an average of370 RECON searches each
forthe same period.
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Searches are also conducted in various other data bases (DROLS, STN,
IVIEDLINE), but the only use statisticsthat allthree librarieshad in common were
for RECON and DIALOG. The anomaly of a larger number of high-cost data base
searches (when they usually are the lastresort)isdue to the advantages offeredby a
number ofDIALOG data bases that provide crediblecoverage ofsubjectsand sources
not well covered in RECON or low-cost auxiliary sources. For those subjects,the
librariansgo directlytothe best source forthe information.
Librarian Retrieval Volume
The volume of citationsretrieved varies depending on the source used; in
subscriptiondata base sources,the number ofcitationsisusually low (lessthan 20),
because ofthe costofeach citationand because of the librarian'suse ofthe best source
for the subjectarea. In RECON, the volume of citationsretrievedcan be high; one
user reportedreceiving 200 RECON citationsin response to a librarian'ssearch. The
number of citations and the precision of retrieval depend partly on the user's
interactionwith the intermediary. Ifthe end user and the intermediary jointlyview
the intermediate search results,the subjectmatter expertiseof the end user and the
intermediary's knowledge of sources and query formulation combine to produce a
tightlyfocused and precisesearch.
NASA is Not Reaping the Full Benefit of Its Internal STI Resources.
The body of STI produced as a resultof NASA-sponsored research (internally
developed STI) isone ofthe most valuable collectionsof information forNASA's user
community. However, thisSTI isfrequently not delivered in a usable format or in a
timely manner.
The information that resultsfrom NASA-sponsored research should be more
valuable to NASA researchers than other collectionsof STI, because itis focused on
the science,technology, and issues of interestto the NASA community. However,
thisinformation isfrequently not locatedwhen itisneeded. All internallydeveloped
STI should be represented by a citationin the RECON system. Itshould be located
via a RECON search of the appropriate keywords or by a text search of abstracts in
RECON. Frequently, the sought-afterSTI is not located as a resultof the RECON
search. This can be the resultofpoor keyword choice or abstractpreparation, or the
factthat the research product never entered the RECON input stream. Keywords are
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usually chosen by authors, abstractsare usually prepared by authors, and authors
are not trained in how tochoose or prepare these so that retrievalisincreased.
STI misses the input stream because authors publish via other means,
primarily in the journal of the appropriate professional society or in conference
proceedings. Authors prefer thisalternativepublicationpath because peer-reviewed
journals reach the audience the author wants to reach, increasing the author's
network of contacts;peer-reviewed journals have higher credibilitythan NASA
publications,increasing the statusgained as a resultof publication;a researcher can
establish priority of discovery by publishing more quickly in a publication and
avoiding NASA's publicationstandards; and outside the NASA publicationprocess,a
researcher can publish in the format most appropriate to the fieldof study, using
formats accepted by the peer community. Presentation of research results at a
conference usually delays entry of the STI into the NASA publication process,
resultingin lesstimely locationand deliveryofmuch internallydeveloped STI.
Delivery in a usable format ishindered by the storage and reproduction process
forNASA STI products. These products may be microfilmed, stored,and reproduced
from microfilm when ordered by STI users,or they may be copied from an original
paper copy maintained for reproduction purposes. These reproductions are
frequently of poor quality;in the case of the nontext portions of the documents, low
reproduction quality makes many documents unusable to the researcher. NASA's
STI preparation,storage,and reproduction processesand theireffectson the utilityof
the documents deliveredto researchers.
Document Preparation and InitialPublication
Text issupplied tothe Center's STI production department in a number ofways,
usually in electronicmedia. Where electronicformats are compatible, the author's
manuscript is taken by disk and converted to the format used by the Center's STI
word processing system. This process iscompounded by the enormous differencesin
hardware and software that existat allinstallations.To help overcome the problem,
general STI guidelines are maintained at the facilitiesto controlthe input document
standards. The resulting document must be edited,because of local STI format
standards and the inexact nature of most conversion routines. Where a non-
electronicmanuscript is provided, the STI production department enters itinto its
internalsystem eithermanually or through a scanning process.
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For photographs, the author typically provides camera-ready copy to the STI
production department or makes the same arrangements with the graphics branch.
General policy is to discourage use of color because ofits high cost.
Drawings, graphs, and diagrams are supplied in original form by the author.
Depending on the desired quality and the final document category, the facility
graphics department can then arrange to have a technical illustrator produce a final
version.
Entering formulae into most word processing programs can result in publica-
tion of formulae that are clumsy looking, especially when complex. Specific
representations of mathematical symbols may vary by author and by discipline. To
satisfy these various demands, the Center STI office must frequently typeset
formulae and insertthem intothe finishedmanuscript.
Document Distribution and Storage
After publication by the local center or the Government Printing Office, final
documents are provided to the author and the persons or agencies on the approved
distribution list. The RECON archival copy is sent to the STIF in Maryland, where it
is stored on microfiche.
Document Retrieval and Reproduction
After the limited stock of the first printing is exhausted, subsequent requests
for copies of a document are satisfied through microfiche or reproductions from
microfiche. This process, especially with the reproductions, has considerable
drawbacks. Finely typeset symbols or numbers such as are found in formulae, tables,
and scales are frequently difficult to read (see Figure 5-1). More importantly, color or
grey scale graphs and photographs are totally illegible, with a resulting loss in
obtainable data. Figure 5-2 shows the reproduction of a color graph with its
temperature scale. Even straightforward black-and-white photographs do not
survive the process well.
STI is Needed in Formats Other Than Text.
The traditional view of STI is restricted to text only; the RECON system
contains only bibliographic citations to text articles and reports. However, users
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have stated that the nontext portions of documents contain criticalinformation.
Delivery ofthisSTI differsfrom the deliveryoftext.
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FIG. 5-1. FINE TYPE IS LOST IN REPRODUCTION PROCESS
Photographs
These can be both coloror black-and-white images. Field interviews indicated
that about halfof the reportsproduced contain photographs, with an average of three
images per report. As could be expected, these photographs are derived from a
variety of sources. An important issue is their function in the document. Rather
than simply act as a supporting component ofa technicalpaper, photographic images
are becoming one of the primary means of displaying experimental results.
Examples of this trend are found in microstructure research and water tunnel
testing.Many photographs that originatefrom computer enhancement, such as map
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overlays of environmental measurements, also include color or grey scales for
interpretation. Fidelity in reproduction of photographs and scales is of critical
importance in STI delivery.
Drawings, Graphs, and Diagrams
These are encountered in most technicalpapers. Graphs, with their attendant
scales, are probably the most common way of presenting experimental results.
Drawings and diagrams can be used to display various concepts,from equipment
designs to chemical relationships.Although most such graphic work isin black and
white, higher quality documents sometimes incorporate color,not for its visual
appeal, but to convey complex information. Like photographs, graphs that result
from computer generation frequently feature colorscalesforinterpretation;the loss
ofcolorin reproduction makes the document almost useless.
Formulae
Formulae can be viewed as a subset oftext.They are frequentlycomplicated in
layout because they contain specialmathematical symbols, exponential characters,
and layering that cannot be accommodated by most word processing packages. The
interestof the author isalso of importance here. Often the entirethrust of a paper
can be represented by a single formula. Any experienced student is aware of the
mathematician's regard for elegance in his results. This applies to their appearance
as well as their content.
Tables
Tables normally are straightforward incarnations oftextand simple linegraph-
ics. They can vary, however, depending on the application. Some tables contain
embedded formulae, especiallyin the context ofcomplex matrix representation.
Numerical Files
The abilityto locate and capture numerical filesallows researchers to reuse
physical tests of many types. This is true of wind tunnel tests,destructive and
nondestructive materials tests,etc. Reading the data reportsof such testsisuseful;
the abilityto re-analyze the testresultsfrom a differentperspectivesaves duplica-
tive,resource-intensivephysical testand observation activities.Specifically,when a
researcher isbuilding a model ofa physical phenomenon, data from an observation of
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that phenomenon can be used to validatethe model. The current effortto provide an
improved numeric data locatormust incorporatethe researchers'views ofthisdata.
Researchers have expressed some reservations about putting the numerical
filesthat resultfrom physical testingor observations of physical phenomena into a
system for general consumption. These numerical test results could be badly
misapplied or misinterpreted,causing the originalresearcher to regret having made
them available. However, some researchers have stated that the data report should
adequately describe the original test'spurpose, structure,and conditions,to allow
laterresearchers to evaluate itsapplicabilityto a new research project. The data
reportshould alsoadequately describe the observation paradigm and data reduction
or other operations performed to produce the data set,to allow the data to be reused
appropriately. Ifthe numerical data set were retrievableonly via the data report,
most of the researchersasked agreed that that would be adequate to ensure correct
interpretationofthe data.
Other researchershave reservations about the sizeof these files;matrices can
be hundreds of thousands of cellsin a dimension. Such filesrepresent a large
investment in data capture and should be made availableforconsideration forreuse.
Perhaps they could be included in a directoryof such fileswith a high potentialfor
reusability.
IDENTIFICATION OF STI DELIVERY SYSTEMS
Peers Are an Important Part of the STI Delivery System, Especially
Useful in Locating STI Focused on One's Research Area and Maintained
in Decentralized Locations.
Users with a common need to access a source are usually members of a group
with similar research interests. These _research communities" share a common
research focus, academic discipline,or group of related disciplines. They cross
organization and politicalboundaries, and each has some coreSTI requirements that
are common within the community. The core requirements have to do with the type
of STI needed, the source accessneeded, the STI format, and the way the STI willbe
used once itis retrieved. The research community's perspective and input will be
invaluable in assembling a setofSTI sources that best meets a researcher'sneeds and
conforms tothe researcher'sview ofthe world.
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Users Have Identified Types of STI, Needed Formats, and Probable Sources
of Required STI as Follows:
• Text of articles, reports, conference papers, dissertations, and theses. The
most desirable is retrievable .full text of the original document (see
Figure 5-3).
• Observation data, if retrieved with the reports written about the
observations (e.g.,physical testing, planetary observation) (see Figure 5-4).
• Graphic images (see Figure 5-5).
• Computational tools (see Figure 5-6).
• Video images (see Figure 5-7).
Needed format
Text
Photographs
Drawings
Graphs
Legends
Tables
Formulae
Diagrams
Located via
NTIS
RECON
Peers
Center library
branch, division, or
special library
DTIC
NLM
NIST
Commercial data
bases
SAE
Probable sources
NACA reports
NASA reports
Pre-published reports
and papers
Publications of other
research organizations
Professional journals
Proceedings of confer-
ences and symposia
Notes: NTIS. National Technical Information Service; NLM,, National Library of Medicine; NIST= National
Institute of Standards and Technology; SAE,, Society of Automotive Engineers; NACA= NatiOnal Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics.
FIG. 5-3. TEXT IN DOCUMENT FORM
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Needed format
Report on
observation
Data in array forms
Located via
Peers
RECON
Master di rectory
Probable sources
NOAA
DoE
STIF
JPL
GSFC
ESA
NASA systems such as
PLDS, NODS, etc.
Notes: NOAA=National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration; DoE =Department of Energy;
JPL = Jet Propulsion Laboratory; GSFC = Goddard Space Flight Center; ESA = European Space Agency.
FIG. 5-4. OBSERVATION DATA
Needed format
Plots generated
from data or data
and tool to plot the
data
Still photos
Located via
Peers
Through hard copy
Probable sources
Peers
NOAA
Image libraries at NASA
Centers
FIG. 5-5. GRAPHIC IMAGES
Needed format
Compilable code
Located via
Internet- NETLIB,
SOFTLIB
Peers
Query on bulletin
board system
COSMIC
Probable sources
Internet- NETLIB,
SOFTLIB
Peers
COSM IC
Notes: NETLIB = Internet's Mathematical Software Distribution system; SOFTLIB = Software Distribution System
on Internet; COSMIC =, Computer Software Management and Information Center.
FIG. 56. COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS
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Neededformat
Filmfromphysical
tests
Animation
Color and sound
Located via
Peers
Probable sources
Peers
Image libraries at
centers with physical test
facilities
FIG. 5-7. VIDEO IMAGES
An Improved Delivery System Would Make These Sources
Equally Accessible.
Peers outside the NASA user community are usually located through the
research community contacts. Difficulty of telecommunication is similar to that
found among peers within NASA. A major difference is in the number of
international, as opposed to domestic, peer contacts. It is much more difficult for
NASA researchers to make and maintain international contacts. For example,
although a researcher may be aware that the European Community is performing
research of interest in her discipline, she has no contacts in that organization and
cannot determine which research center is performing the work. The same is true for
European space Agency (ESA), Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches
Aerospatiales (ON-ERA), Soviet, and Japanese research centers, all of which have
been cited as needed international sources by researchers who had no peer contacts at
those organizations.
Libraries are readily available,usually a maximum of a 15-minute walk from
the researchers'offices.However, some users statethat leaving the building to go to
the libraryisa barriertouse and lowers theiruse ofthat resource. Personal, branch,
division,and specialitylibrariesare frequently used instead.
RECON access is easily obtained, usually through the Center library.
Researchers can obtain user accounts to access RECON directly. Twenty to fifty
percent of users who obtain passwords remain active searchers; the rest use the
system very little, or revert to having the librarian conduct searches for them.
Other U.S. Government on-linesources are usually accessed through the Center
library. Sometimes, these sources are available through the research community,
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and librarians are not aware of them. In that case, researchers access directly; peers
play a role here.
Commercial data base access is limited by library budget constraints not under
the library's control. Researchers depend on these auxiliary sources, and periodic
denial of access is a problem. Some research organizations have responded by
directly funding access and performing searches themselves or by contracting
directly for literature searches with service support contractors. Even with budget
limitations, expensive commercial data base use is higher than free RECON use at
the three Research Centers visited. Some reasons for this anomaly are that these
data bases provide coverage in areas where RECON coverage is weak; these sources
are very flexible, rapidly developing new data base offerings to cover new technology;
and many of the technical data bases are developed by professional societies, so that
the data have high credibility with the research community. Researchers who have
directly funded data base subscriptions and perform searches themselves prefer the
search interface associated with the commercial systems. For example, the ability to
search by a chemical structure diagram from a standard personal computer or
terminal is one of the strengths of STN. STN also offers the full text of journal
articles on line, as an alternative to a bibliographic citation.
There Are Organizational and Budget Constraints That Affect Prototype
Development and Implementation of the STI Division Strategic Plan.
The organizations involved in STI delivery are NASA Headquarters STI
Division, Center libraries, and research organizations. For the past 10 years, there
has been little or no communication among these organizations for joint planning of
research and its support - STI Division initiatives in the past year, including this
study, are part of the Division's attempts to change this situation.
Research staffs at the NASA Centers understand the connection between
library services with successful R&D activities. When there were insufficient funds
in the library budgets for commercial data base use, researchers at two Centers tried
to transfer funding from their organizations to their Center's library budget. But
such transfers are impossible because the funding categories for the libraries and
research programs are different. This isone reason why research organizations have
funded literature searches by support service contractors. The policy issue involved
here needs consideration at the Headquarters level. However, the apparent channel
for communications regarding such policy matters-the Headquarters STI
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Division - has been staffedat such a low levelthat ithas been unable to serve as a
point ofcontactfortheirresolution.
The Center librarians communicate regularly with one another, and their peer
network compensates somewhat for the lack of dialog between Center libraries and
Headquarters. Nevertheless, a Headquarters contact for guidance and advocacy is
needed. The lack of an established relationship between the libraries and the STI
Division will inhibit diffusion of the strategic vision to the Center.
End users are part of the delivery system in that they frequently locate and
retrieve STI from their peers and from peers' systems. These end users are
"gatekeepers," users who maintain a very effective network of contacts, know STI
sources, and may be skilled in location and retrieval of STI. They would be valuable
sources of information regarding STI from peer sources and nontextual STI. Their
participation in the STI Division's initiatives will be constrained by organizational
barriers.
Budget constraints on the STI Division will inhibit gateway development. For
example, some STI formats such as video images that the R&D community would like
to access may not be addressed for some time, because of financial- not
technological - constraints. The lack of recognition of STI's impact on R&D also
constrains STI delivery. The R&D community's access to STI outside of RECON is
budget-constrained, and the fact that R&D budget money cannot easily be
transferred to budgets supporting NASA library and STI activities makes it difficult
for STI delivery system customers to support such endeavors as a gateway.
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GLOSSARY
ADS
ARIN
COSMIC
CD-ROM
DIALOG
DoD
DoE
DROLS
DTIC
EOS
EOSDIS
ESA
GSFC
JPL
LAN
MEDLINE
MS-DOS
NACA
NASA
NASP
NETLIB
NIST
NLM
D
m
_=
Astrophysics Data System
Aerospace Research Information Network
Computer Software Management and Information Center
Compact Disc Read Only Memory
Dialog Information Services,Inc.'son-linedata base collection
Department ofDefense
Department ofEnergy
Defense RDT&E On-Line System
Defense Technical Information Center
Earth Observing System
Earth Observing System Data and Information System
European Space Agency
Goddard Space Flight Center
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
localarea network
biomedical literature data base produced by the National
Library of Medicine
MicroSoft-Disk Operating System
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Aerospace Plane
Internet's Mathematical Software Distribution System
National Institute of Standards and Technology
National Library of Medicine
Gloss. 1
NOA.A
NODS
NTIS
ONERA
PDS
PLDS
PSCN
R&D
RECON
RLIN
SAE
SOFTLIB
STI
STIF
STN
TPM
I
! National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
NASA Ocean Data System
National Technical Information Service
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales
Planetary Data System
Pilot Land Data System
Program Support Communications Network
research and development
Remote Console
Research Libraries Information Network
Society of Automotive Engineers
Software Distribution System on Internet
Scientific and Technical Information
Scientific and Technical Information Facility
Scientific and Technical Information Network
technical project managers
Gloss. 2
APPENDIX
SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY
This study was chartered to determine the requirements for access to on-line
scientific and technical information (STI) outside of the Remote Console (RECON)
system, with the intention of providing access to needed STI via a prototype
intelligent gateway. Most of our information on which this report is based was
derived from interviews. In this appendix, we detail the scope of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) user population interviewed and the
methodologies used to analyze our findings.
SCOPE
Sample Versus the Total User Community
Three NASA Centers agreed to participate in the prototype analysis: the Ames,
Langley, and Lewis Research Centers. Initial contact was made with the Goddard
Space Flight Center to gather information about NASA users and the existing STI
delivery system. User interviews were coordinated through the STI managers at the
three Research Centers and included the library staff,the STI production staff,and
end users selected by the Center coordinator. The end users interviewed do not
constitute a representative sample ofthe STI user population of NASA as a whole.
To understand how the users we interviewed would correlate to the total user
population, we requested a data retrieval from the personnel system of the Office of
Personnel Management at NASA Headquarters. The data showed numbers of
employees engaged in research, design, development, and test/evaluation functions
at NASA Research and Space Centers, with degrees in relevant disciplines. Analysis
of the data shows that the Centers we studied over-represent the research function
and under-represent the design, development, and test/evaluation functions. In
terms of academic disciplines, the electrical, electronic, and communications engi-
neering; general physics; computer and information science; and civil, construction,
and transportation engineering disciplines were under-represented.
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These differences should be borne in mind when considering the results of this
study and their application to a NASA-wide system. These different disciplines will
require different sources of STI. Their application further "downstream" in the R&D
process will require a different mix of information, with heavier use of standard
specifications,patent information, and applications of technology to new products.
Functions Covered
Interviews at the three Research Centers were coordinated by the STI manager
at each Center, with the aim of representing the potential user community for STI.
As previously noted, at every Center, we interviewed library staff and the STI
managers and staff. Among NASA employees and support service contractors, we
interviewed in the following areas:
Goddard Space Flight Center
• Management Operations Directorate
Information Management Division
- Library Services Branch
- Graphics and Publication Services Branch
- Automation Planning Branch
• Earth Sciences Directorate
Space Data and Computing Division
- Central Data Services Facility
- Data Management Systems Facility
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
• Library Staff
Ames Research Center (Dryden)
• Office of the Director of Flight Operations and Research
Dryden Aeronautical Projects Office
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Research Engineering Division
- FlightSystems Branch
- Fluid and Flight Mechanics Branch
- IntegratedTest and Simulation Systems Branch
- Vehicle Technology Branch
- Aerostructures Branch
Ames Research Center (Moffett)
• Officeofthe DirectorofAerophysics
Information Sciences Division
- Division Chief,Information SciencesDivision
- Advanced Mission Technologies Branch
Fluid Dynamics Division
- Fluid Dynamics Research Branch
- Computational Physics Section, Computational Fluid Dynamics
Branch
- Applied Computational Fluids Branch
Therrnosciences Division
- Thermo-Physics Facilities Branch
Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS) Systems Division
- NAS Applied Research Office
- NAS Systems Development Branch
• Officeofthe DirectorofSpace Research
Space Science Division
- Planetary Biology Branch
LifeScience Division
Advanced LifeSupport Division
- Extra Vehicular Systems Branch
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• Officeofthe DirectorofAerospace Systems
AircraftTechnology Division
- CivilTechnology Office
Full-ScaleAerodynamics Research Division
- RotorcraftAeromechanics Branch
Lewis Research Center
• Aeronautics Directorate
Propulsion Systems Division
Instrumentation and Control Technology Division
- Research Sensor Technology Branch
InternalFluid Mechanics Division
- Aerothermochemistry Branch
• Aerospace Technology Directorate
Structures Division
- Fatigue and Fracture Branch
Division Chief,Power Technology Division
Materials Division
Engine Materials ProjectOffice
- Surface Science Branch
- Polymers Branch
- Advanced MetaUics Branch
• Space Flight Systems Directorate
Space Experiments Division
- Microgravity Combustion Branch
Langley Research Center
• Officeofthe Chief Scientist
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• Office of the Director for Electronics
Instrument Research Division
- Nondestructive Measurement Science Branch
• Office of the Director for Structures
Materials Division
- Mechanics ofMaterials Branch
- Applied Materials Branch
Acoustics Division
- Structural Acoustics Branch
- Applied Acoustics Branch
Structural Dynamics Division
- Spacecraft Dynamics Branch
Structural Mechanics Division
- Computational Dynamics Branch
- Aircraft Structures Branch
• Office of the Director for Aeronautics
Applied Aeronautics Division
- Subsonic Aerodynamics Branch
Fluid Mechanics Division
- Chief Engineer
- Computational Aerodynamics Branch
• Office of the Director for Space
Assistant Division Chief, Atmospheric Sciences Division
Data Management Office
- Aerosol Research Branch
- Radiation Sciences Branch
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Space Systems Division
- High Energy Science Branch.
METHODOLOGY
The analysismethodology applied to thisprojectcombined functional analysis
and information retrievalanalysis techniques. Firstwe determined which functions
performed in NASA might be supported by on-lineSTI. Then we identifiedwho in
NASA performs those functions.When those people were identified,we analyzed the
information retrieval requirements of that population, identifying the type of
information to retrieve,the retrievalformats, likelysources,and the communication
paths needed to connect the user population to STI sources.
Functions found to be supported by STI were the conduct of general research;
the intermediate,iterativeresearch conducted in the contextof development; and the
management ofresearch.
The firsttwo functions are performed by NASA scientistsand engineers who
may search for STI directlyor ask for search support from NASA librarians. (The
most common scenario is a combination - the users search for STI among peer
contacts while the librarian searches other sources.) The third function, the
management of research, requires both STI and administrative information. This
function is performed by technical projectmanagers, who usually come from the
ranks of senior researchers,and those higher in the Center research management
structure. These managers need STI that qualitativelydescribes research; in that
requirement they are similarto the NASA researcher population. They alsoneed to
link retrievedSTI toinformation that quantitativelydescribesthe research program;
thisistypicallybudget information at the Center and agency level. Some managers
also wish to track legislativeaction. While managers may request thistype of infor-
mation through the Center library,most use other sources.
The information retrievalaspects of supporting these three functions were
identifiedthrough interviews with engineers, scientists,librarians,and managers.
These users of STI identifiedthe types of STI needed to support their functions and
the likely sources of the relevant information. They also discussed the formats in
which data are required and details of the means by which STI is accessed most
effectively.
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Information for our analysis was gathered also from literature surveys (for
example, the NASA Research and Technology Operations Plan); previous studies of
the use of STI in similar populations; internal NASA documents describing various
data systems under development; interviews with candidate users, STI producers,
and STI distributors; and queries of on-line data bases.
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